We report further robustness checks in this document. We analyze expanding network of capital flows and other data facts in Section 1. Section 2 covers copulae based methodology, which admits flexible specifications for unobservables in the extensive and intensive margin equations. Section 3 deals with negative values in flows whereas stability and crisis period are analyzed in Section 4. A persistence in extensive margin is explored in Section 5; a different variable for measuring lending rate, marginal product of capital, is used in Section 6; we also use size adjusted capital flows to explore if our results are consistent with the theory and robust to general expenditure generated heteroskedasticity, see Section 7. On the methodology side, we cover several aspects of economic model in Section 8 whereas econometrics is dealt with in Section 9. We also report on the details of computing intensive and extensive margins for the graphical exercise in the main text in Section 10. All data and codes are available upon request from the authors.
Switzerland, United States
Average Degree refers to the sum of edges of a vertex. Weighted Average Degree is the average of sum of weights of the edges of nodes.
1 Data Facts
Expanding Network of Capital Flows
We also analyze the changes in capital flows network. Figure 1 demonstrates how capital flows flew from advanced to developing countries in 2002 and 2010. In less than ten years, the network became way denser, with more investors, new receivers and more connections. This calls for further study of capital flow dynamics, in particular, to understand when the link is established and how much is being invested once it is in place. The cross-sectional dependence is also confirmed by a number of statistical tests. 1 Table 1 collects information on aggregate statistics of capital network for both, LICs and MICs. Notice it is exactly for LICs that the average degree has increased -hence, the extensive margin played the most prominent role (the number of links attached to an economy increased). However, both extensive and intensive margins are taken into account once we compute the weighted average degree where the weights (volumes of capital flows) are considered. It is then clear that both LICs and MICs experienced substantial increases in capital flows, with a few economies receiving very large flows. Also, the core members have increased in number and changed identity. The emerging markets -such as Brazil, India and China (BIC) -emerged as core members in 2010 as compared to 2002.
Gravity-Type Relationship
Figure 2 demonstrates unconditional within variation of log FDI flows deviations from individual means against log of destination income deviations from individual means. There is a clear upward trend, thereby indicating of gravity forces -destination and source incomes being positively associated with FDI -at work.
Fig. 2: Bilateral FDI vs Destination and Source Incomes in Overall Sample
It is clear that a failure to include directional fixed effects would have made positive correlation for both incomes. It seems that allowing for general equilibrium effects, subsumed within the fixed effects, make the net effect of destination income negative and in line with the findings in Baltagi, Egger, and Pfaffermayr (2008) and the theory in Bergstrand and Egger (2007) .
Copulae-based Heckman Method
As a robustness check, we resort to the recent contribution by Hasebe and Vijverberg (2012) . Parametric approach is criticized for its sensitivity to the distributional assumption. The alternative involves a copula, where a multivariate distribution is constructed from separately specified marginal distributions. The Generalized Tukey Lambda (GTL)-Copula approach inserts more flexible marginal distribution into the copula function. The GTL distribution is a versatile univariate distribution that permits a wide range of skewness of thick-or thin-tailed behavior in the data that it represents and, therefore, is a good candidate distribution for modeling the unobservables in the extensive and intensive margin equations. GTL-copula distribution effectively frees the extensive margin's model from any particular distributional assumption.
What is more, this flexibility is achieved with just a few additional parameters, which is both parsimonious and time-efficient relative to the semi-or non-parametric approaches. The collective set of copulas accommodates diverse dependence structures between two random variables. Unlike the traditional estimator (the normal-Gaussian estimator), the GTL-copula estimator is much less dependent on the presence of an instrument in the selection equation that fulfills the exclusion restriction, no longer making it problematic that the extensive margin equation contains the same explanatory variables as the capital volume equation.
Effectively, we deal with the flexible Heckman model, where we allow for the different distributions to be used, using a copula, in the intensive and extensive margins. In our application, the extensive margin is still a probit but an intensive margin contains a t-distribution, and all the errors are clustered at the dyad level. Note that we control only for the destination fixed effects in the intensive margin for FDI and all directional fixed effects in the extensive margin. 2 Therefore, results should be treated with some care (and they should be compared to the Exponential Type II Tobit which is a less flexible counterpart of the below applied model). Our main predictions, reported in Table 2 , are in line with the previous results. It is worth mentioning that capital tends to flow from richer countries to countries with larger income (except for LICs), after conditioning on other theory implied variables. This is line with the theory and the largest difference from other regressions. Other variables follow previous findings: investor's income pins down the intensity of direct investment, whereas startup costs are negatively affecting only LICs' extensive margin. Labor productivity, as before, is crucial for attracting capital (in the copula case, however, result prevails in one, extensive, margin only).
Negative Values
In these sets of tables we introduce a method, developed in Eaton and Tamura (1994) , where we estimate a new model, such that a dependent variable becomes ln (M in + a), where a = − min {M in }+small number, thus taking negative values into account. The interpretation now changes since we lose all zeroes, and instead interpret values close to min {M in } as reflecting no capital flow. Economic mechanisms generating negative values are potentially very different from the proposed theory but it is of interest to learn how results change under this new setting.
FDI Regressions
Refer to Tables 3-5 
Portfolio Flows
Due to limited data, we concentrate on the Mundlak-Chamberlain specification in the context of portfolio flows, see Table 6 . 
Stability: Crisis Period
We explore parameter stability by including dummies for crisis period, 2008, not only as levels but also as interactions with all the already included variables. As reported in Table 7 and confirmed by a sequence of Chow tests (mentioned in the main text), there is no convincingly systematic evidence of visible change in the main parameter coefficients. We also reproduce tables for our preferred, correlated MundlakChamberlain panel (under the heading of Corr. MC Panel), method. As is seen, crisis does not play an important role even when we account for all, intercept and slope, changes.
Simple Panel FDI and Portfolio Flows
Refer to Tables 7 and 8.
Mundlak-Chamberlain and Crisis: FDI
Though not reported, the cross-sectionally averaged source incomes turn out to be significant for intensive margin among all country groups. For the results on the margins, refer to Tables 9 and 10. 
Mundlak-Chamberlain and Crisis: Portfolio
Refer to Tables 11 and 12 .
Persistence in Extensive Margin
Provided fixed costs constituted a substantial part of total costs, we should observe a persistence in extensive margin. In other words, conditioning on the previous period's existence of an investment relationship, should affect decision for the current investment. Therefore, we use a dynamic probit to explore the temporal effects. If the margin at time zero is correlated with unobserved heterogeneity, inconsistent estimators are obtained (an example of the so-called initial conditions problem). In the Table 13 , we report the first stages (probit) estimates after we allow for the investment probability to depend on the decision in the previous period. As opposed to Table 1 and Table 2 in the main text, here the extensive (not the intensive) margin is considered. The results indicate that persistence is found to be quite significant and robust across country groups. 3 However, having a short unbalanced panel, we stick to less computationally intensive methods whose results are testable in a more straightforward manner and which correspond to the static theory more closely. 4 We interpret the finding of persistence as suggesting that empirically fixed and startup costs need to be included in the static (steady state) specifications for the decision to invest (extensive margin). Note: time coverage is 2002-2010. Pooled OLS refer to pooled least squares where any time-specific effects are assumed to be fixed and the individual affects are centered around a common intercept; cluster robust standard errors are reported, also directional fixed effects (source and destination countries) are included.
FE stands for fixed effects with the reported Driscoll-Kraay standard errors which help controlling for spatial (cross-sectional) dependence. RE (GLS) for random effects generalized least squares estimator (effectively a weighted average of within and between estimators which are not reported separately), also directional fixed effects (source and destination countries) are included. Standard errors in parentheses; *, **, *** denote significance at 10%, 5% and 1% respectively. All specifications include a constant term.
Size-adjusted Capital Flows
As pointed out by Santos- Silva and Tenreyro (2007) regressing capital flows on all the theory implied variables, we first divide them by source and destination income. These variables are purported to be the main channels of heteroskedasticity. This procedure helps to alleviate heteroskedasticity, and, by that argument, should be more reliable. Results are reported in Tables 16-19 .
Main results
To ease comparison with the results in the main paper, we report main tables from the paper. Refer to Tables 20 and 21 . 
Firms' Decisions
Firms take the residual demand in (2) as given and maximize profits by choosing a price. Omitting a time subscript for simplicity, note that in any country i, the profit for a ϕ−firm that might have entered market n is given by
where the first order condition leads to
and produces the price
Notice that the revenue is given by
Finally, the payment to the factors of production are uncovered from the cost minimization problem,
The associated Lagrangian yields the results as in the main text. However, a simpler approach is to observe that with the competitive factor markets, the payments are just marginal costs
As stated in the main text,
σ E i where a wedge between total revenues and factor remuneration is caused by monopolistic competition in the goods market. Note: time coverage is 2002-2010. Clustered standard errors in parentheses. *, **, *** denote significance at 10%, 5% and 1% respectively. All specifications include a constant term and directional fixed effects (source and destination countries). ET2T extensive margin is the same as that of Normal hurdle due to collinearity of time averages of startup costs and contract risk.
Agents' Decisions
The utility maximization with respect to the consumption and investment good q it + i it (think of it as an amalgam of two goods, both valued by the agent) ,
, which is taken as given, yields the value of demand
since income is equal to expenditure in equilibrium. Note that this functional form will remain intact despite the period -demand will be a function of expenditure. Firms take the residual demand in (2) as given and maximize profits by choosing a price. In any country n, the price of a variety ω from country i is given by
Note that p in,t depends on trade costs τ in , which could be interpreted as 'iceberg costs'. Hence, for unit to arrive, τ in more product shall be sent as this share 'melts' on the way.
Extensive Margin
Refer to the definition of the latent variable Z F DI in -in our case,
As stated in the main text, the separation of input cost does not work in our model, as opposed to Behar and Nelson (2009) , because our model relies on destination country's labor hiring and capital rental rates. Further, observe that scaling z in,t ≡ ln Z F DI in,t by the standard deviation σ η , we obtain the probability ρ in that i decides to invest to n, conditional on the observed variables, ρ in,t = Pr z in,t > 0 | observed variables . This helps identifying a probability of establishing a link between two economies. Note that our setup can be easily adapted for trade flows too.
The least productive firm from country i sells in country ϕ EXP in,t τ in
Note that the condition for ordering of the cutoffs between FDI and exporting is as follows (omitting time variable as the conditions hold in all periods
. Therefore, the requirement is equivalent to τ
where the outcome is determined by relative sizes of fixed costs, transportation costs, and relative costs of capital and labor as embodied in v. We do not model trade flows in the current paper, so leave this aspect not further developed.
Optimal Portfolio Choice
As mentioned in the main text, we follow Tille and van Wincoop (2010) and Devereux and Sutherland (2011) to derive the optimal weights of portfolio investment. Before delving into the optimal weights, note that the optimization exercise, faced by agents, can be described by the following:
where P i2 = 1. The constraint is binding, so the Lagrange multiplier is not trivial: substitution one equation into another yields the Euler equation, reported in the main text. The remaining part is to pin down investment weights in R p i , provided that N n=1 w in = 1, and taking world expenditures as given. We will use a Taylor expansion for the exponential function. Recall that a stochastic return can be decomposed into its components of different orders, R i = R i (0) + R i (1) + R i (2) + . . .. The first order accounts for the standard deviation, the second order includes variance, covariance, square of error or a product of two errors.
Before proceeding to the solution method, we define (first order components of) stochastic returns as ln R n (1) = ln R (0) (ε n + θ n ε g ) and ln R g (1) = ln R (0) θ g ε g , where ε n is a an economy n payoff innovation, ε g is the global payoff shock, θ n and θ g measure the strength of transmission of global shock on economyspecific and global returns, respectively.
It is then easy to see that a linear Taylor expansion of e R is
Using definition of R i as the sum of its different ordered terms, we obtain e R(0) R (1) . As for the second order term, start with the quadratic Taylor expansion of e R :
Plugging in the definition of R i , it follows that the second order component is given by
Having these tools, let us return to the first order conditions. As stated, the following portfolio Euler equations must hold. Let's start with the zero-order terms first. Exponentiation yields
Finally, the second order components for the two conditions are
The difficulty arises due to the quadratic term expectation of which is not equal to the expectation squared. However, we can rewrite
Using the fact that ln R f 2 (1) = 0, and
These can be simplified to obtain
Recalling that returns are driven by stochastic shocks, write ln R n (1) = ln R (0) (ε n + θ n ε g ) and ln
. We need to get the first order component of consumption from
Similarly for the second term:
Multiplying the latter by θ n /θ g and subtracting from the first term, one arrives at
Okawa and van Wincoop (2012) treat wealth as the zero order variable -in that case, we can bring expectation operation inside the first term (as there are no stochastic terms), and recall that E 1 ln R n2 (1) = E 1 ln R g2 (1) = E 1 ln R f 2 (1) = 0, therefore,
where the second term goes to zero if
This equality implies that the weight used in the optimal share is
θg . 5 Hence, we arrive at
n , as reported in the main text.
Econometric Methodology

Estimating Relations
We first need to connect decisions made by firms and agents into one estimable setting. Ignoring constant terms and time subscripts, the main relations are given by
Probit Specification
We start with the bilateral FDI value. The log-linearized version of Z in is
where
. (yet correlated with the error term u in in the gravity equation at intensive margin), φ i is an investor's fixed effect, whereas φ n is a destination country's fixed effect, and X n shall capture global effects, summarized in P n and R n , which are functions of the same underlying variables that describe all the partners of the destination country (i.e., P n is the generalized mean of all prices that the destination economy has business with, whereas R n includes the revenues from all the n's foreign markets; hence, X n is captured by the cross-sectional averages in the Mundlak Chamberlain specifications). These fixed effects are expected to control for the country-specific and the time-invariant part of multilateral 5 This, in turn, demonstrates that θg = 1 + σ 2 n /σ 2 g , provided we imposed θn = 1. resistance terms. Note that z in > 0 when i invests to n, and z in = 0 when it does not. Scaling z in by the standard deviation σ u+v , we obtain the probability ρ in that i decides invest to n, conditional on the observed variables,
where the starred variables refer to original ones divided by σ u+v and φ i , φ n denote the fixed effects. 6 Normalization is justified since the coefficients of a probit can only be estimated up to a scale. Moreover, the probit equation can be used to derive consistent estimates of W in (which is crucial to avoid an omitted variable problem that biases the estimates). Further, note that inverse Normal maps estimated probability to the latent variable z in ,ẑ in = Φ −1 (ρ in ). Note that η in /σ u+v has a unit normal distribution, therefore, in principle, a consistent estimate is obtainable from the inverse Mills ratio (selection hazard). We can generate it from the estimation of a probit model where the error term follows a standard normal distribution. Hence, the approximate estimate of
The estimate ln exp
helps controlling for the potential correlation between the investment frictions and the average productivity of firms in country i which decide to invest to n (note that investment barriers affect cutoff productivity level). However, this method works only under homoskedasticity, a requirement rarely met in practice with bilateral flows data. As a result, Silva and Tenreyro (2009) claim that conditional expectation of
As is obvious from (6), η in is replaced by the conditional expectation and parameter β uη = ρ u, η σu σv . The reason lies in Jensen's inequality, i.e., for any non-linear function f (·),
is not a consistent estimator. However, the approximation is justified if deviation form the conditional mean,
, is linear in the random term because it would be absorbed by the error of the equation. Notably, this approximation is likely to be reasonably accurate in many empirical studies.
Fortunately, it is possible to test for heteroskedasticity in the probit specification. Note that
is proportional to the standard deviation of the error in (5). Hence, adding additional regressors z 2 in and z 3 in to the probit specification and checking for the joint significance would resemble a special case of White's test for heteroskedasticity. The test is analogous to a two-degrees-of-freedom RESET test (Ramsey, 1969) , is also particularly interesting in that it can be interpreted as a normality test (see Newey, 1985) . Therefore, this simple test provides a direct check for the validity of the main distributional assumptions required for consistent estimation of the model of interest. RESET test (based on a linear index) for the probit model should first be applied for the the validity of the results obtained with the two-stage estimators. 9 We skip full numerical results in the interest of space. Substituting estimates into the FDI gravity equation leads to (here X entails all covariates and shall 6 In empirical trade gravity literature, fixed effects are interpreted as controlling for multilateral resistance terms (which embody trade costs across trading partners). Whereas in the regional science literature, the fixed effects are treated as the "repulsive" and "attractive" forces of the exporter and the importer, see, for example, Roy (2004) . In this application, fixed effects control for the system-wide barriers of investment as embodied in the price indices (refer to the main text for the expressions).
7 The selection equation has been derived from a firm-level decision, and it therefore does not contain the unobserved and
in − 1, 0 that is related to the fraction of multinationals (direct investors).
The estimate allows mapping E (w in | ·, z in > 0) into the reported expression. 8 Notably, η in enters the model non-linearly that further complicates analysis -an estimator that is robust to incidental distributional assumptions is non-existent. More importantly, since
depends on σu and σv, if either of the random components of the model is heteroskedastic, this makes the whole term a function of the regressors, which will then enter the model in a much more complex form.
9 Presence of heteroskedasticity highly complicates the identification of the effects of the covariates in the intensive and extensive margins as pointed out by Silva and Tenreyro (2009) . not be confused with X n above)
σv and e in is an iid error term E (e in | ·, z in > 0) = 0. Note that the term
contains a relationship between Pareto shape parameter k which is directly related to firm heterogeneity and as such affects the variance of the error term for different values of k. 10 It is also related to the measure of the extensive margin, which is associated with the elasticity of substitution σ. 11 Further, when
increases, the following approximation improves:
Hence, in this case the terms enter (6) approximately linearly. Helpman, Melitz, and Rubinstein (2008) estimate (6) using nonlinear least squares as parameters enter nonlinearly in the expression for w in . The Heckman (1979) correction for sample selection. Notice, however, that the unobserved firm-level heterogeneity is corrected by the additional controlẑ in . At first, (4) is estimated, then proceeded to (6). To avoid reliance on the normality assumption for the unobserved capital frictions, valid excluded variables for the second stage are needed. Observe that z in enters both (5) and (6). The exogenous source of variation that enters only (5) and helps breaking collinearity problem is φ in . Economically, this exclusion restriction concerns fixed investment costs which have bearing on variable transaction costs. In other words, we need variables which correlate with the z in but not with the residual of the second stage equation. Further, observe that z in includes only destination fixed costs which can be fruitfully exploited to estimate FDI gravity. Note that the statistical implications of the log transformation of multiplicative models was well understood at least from Teeken and Koerts (1972) . Recently, Jia and Rathi (2008) proposed an anti-log transformation which reduces the biases of exponentiation in the models with heteroskedastic errors. 12
Tobit Specification
We deviate from the standard approach, and consider a tobit specification. It is especially suited for international investment when we allow for investor's decisions at both margins to be correlated. In other words, we introduce a possibility for the intensive and extensive margins, after controlling for covariates, to be driven by common factors.
10 In particular, a greater dispersion of productivity (a lower k) decreases the concentration of firms around the cutoff. This implies a smaller decrease in the mass of operating firms for a given increase in the productivity cutoff.
11 The change in Win, as defined in Footnote 7, with respect to k is always positive, though it is not straightforward to establish the speed of change,
ln Zin > 0 since Zin > 1 and
ln Zin where cutoff productivities were assumed independent of k. The second derivative is negative whenever σu+v < −
(ln Zin) −1 . Only in this case larger k (or lower firm heterogeneity, see Chaney, 2008) induces an increase (at a diminishing rate) of extensive margin.
12 With the error term normality, min = µn + β xin + εin where min ≡ ln Min and εin ∼ N 0, σ 2 n , we have E (min) = exp μn +β xin +σ 2 n 2 . Note that the variables with tilde must be consistent for E (min) to be also consistent. However, this expression over-estimates the expected value because of convexity of exponential function.
However, ignoring correlations betweenμn,βn andσ , where the adjustment for exp σ2 n /2 is omitted for simplicity.
Two-Part Model
However, the standard tobit does not suit as it restricts the selection mechanism to be from the same model as that generating the outcome variable. Moreover, failure of homoskedasticity and Normality in the tobit model has serious consequences. The part models are more flexible and less prone to deviations from these assumptions. 13 The statistical problem, acknowledged by Felbermayr and Kohler (2006) in their corner-solutions version of the gravity equation, is that the conditional mean of actual flow m in cannot be linear in explanatory variables, because there is a positive probability mass at m in = 0. One of the possible solutions -nonlinear least squares (NLS) -are imperfect because of potential heteroskedasticity (corner outcomes) in which case NLS are inefficient. More importantly, the coefficients obtained by NLS estimation of a model for E (ln M in | ·) are hard to give an adequate interpretation. NLS do not allow us to empirically identify the intensive and extensive margins of world investment patterns. Let's first start with the observation that the observed capital flows can be treated as continuously distributed, non-negative latent variable. Given the fixed costs of accessing foreign economies, the decision of investing will be determined by the latent variables Z in or δ in . Let's first start with the assumption employed by Felbermayr and Kohler (2006) that intensive and extensive margins are independent conditional on all explanatory variables
is the conditional distribution, we end up with the two-part or hurdle model, see Wooldridge (2010) . A truncated normal hurdle model by Cragg (1971) with the latent variable (positive capital flows in our analysis) is assumed to have a truncated normal distribution. Since we are mainly interested in recovering E (M in | X in , M in > 0), we may not make distributional assumptions. One method is the smearing estimate by Duan (1983) . However, a direct method would be to estimate
and this contains M in = exp (X in β + u). A quasi-MLE is (Fisher) consistent given the conditional mean is correctly specified. Note that capital flows need not correspond to the chosen density, what only needed is the same range in the conditional mean as allowed in the chosen density of linear exponential family (LEF). For every QMLE in LEF there is an asymptotically (or √ N ) equivalent weighted nonlinear least squares (WNLS) estimator if the conditional mean is well specified despite the conditional variance. Hence, we first estimate a probit Pr (
Correlation Between The Margins
As mentioned, the assumption of independent mechanisms generating intensive and extensive margins seems to be theoretically unjustified. We employ the type II Tobit model which allows for common unobserved factors thereby extending type I Tobit model. Let M in = exp (X in β + u) and {Pr (M in > 0 | X in )} = 1 (X in γ + v > 0), and allow u and v be correlated. That is, let correlation be
we, as in Wooldridge (2010) , use the change-of-variables formula, leading to
Flexibility comes from the fact that tobit is just a probit model combined with a truncated regression model, with the coefficient vectors in the two models restricted to be proportional to each other. The second stage can be modeled using E (ln Min | Xin, Min > 0) where the crucial assumption being linearity in Xin (alternatively, full maximum likelihood can be used for efficiency reasons but this requires that errors are jointly normally distributed). Given the interest concentrates on the conditional expectation only, the log of capital can be estimated as exponential using quasi-MLE without further distributional assumptions. Moreover, as the theoretical motivation purports, the set of variables affecting decision to invest and the volume are not identical. This makes results more robust as identification strategy does not rest entirely on distributional assumptions and the nonlinearity of the inverse of Mills ratio.
where g (· | X in , M in > 0) is the conditional density of M in . By Bayesian rule, Note that ρ = 0 yields a standard lognormal hurdle model. The challenge with this model, in which (u, v) is independent of X in and jointly normal, is the identification. Given the set of explanatory variables in M in = exp (X in β + u) are the same as in {Pr (M in > 0 | X in )} = 1 (X in γ + v > 0). Note that the latter term is a function of (X in , v) , the law of iterated expectations yields
If γ can be consistently estimated, then the last equation can be nominally identified. However, the nonlinearity of λ (X in γ) can act as a poor identification strategy, in particular over linear ranges. With unrestricted β, λ (X in γ) is a function of X in , arbitrarily close to linear if we relax a probit model on Pr (M in > 0 | X in ). If the identification is entirely based on E (M in | X in ), the lognormal hurdle (note that ρσ is not separately identified by E (M in | X in ) since X in includes a constant) and the ET2T models with the same set of regressors yield no differences. Hence, ET2T is more convincing when the covariates determining the participation decision strictly contain those affecting the amount decision. Then the model is
whereX in ⊂ X in and both include unity as the first element. Given at least one exclusion restriction,β and ρσ are better identified because λ (X in γ) is not an exact function ofX in . Note that a linear rather than exponential type II Tobit model allows for negative outcomes on M in .
Intensive and Extensive Margins
As we focus on the developing (low and middle income) countries, the evolution of capital flows along intensive and extensive margins might be considerably different. To track the importance of these two aspects, we compute two two margins for our country set.
To measure the two margins, let us define N t, h to denote the number of capital links of vintage h that are active at time t. The vintage of a capital link is defined as the earliest time at which capital movements occur between a specific pair of two countries, based on their financial openness. A country is said to be financially open if it receives capital from at least one foreign country. Total capital flow can, therefore, be written as Therefore, changes on the extensive margin are "weighted" by end-of-period average flow volumes, while changes on the intensive margin are "weighted" by beginning-of-period numbers of links. Our temporal dimension is short, therefore, results are not to be significantly affected by time weights. The graphical representation of the above results is to be found in the main text, refer to the Figure in the Section on Recent Facts.
14 Notice that M 
